
 
 

Ambright and Lindner agree on strategic Partnership 
 

 

The company's development of the Munich based lighting technology 

provider is still on the road to success: In time for the 10th anniversary of 

Ambright, the strategic partnership with the Lindner Group, Arnstorf, has 

just been announced. Ambright secures a seven-figure financing for the 

expansion of its own technology portfolio and the scaling of development 

and production capacities for the implementation of the ambitious growth 

plans. 

Ambright founder Florian Ilchmann is pleased about the strategic 

cooperation: "We are pleased to have gained a strong partner with 

Lindner. The international positioning of Lindner offers market potential 

beyond our previous possibilities. The sustained interest in the 

development of Ambright manifests itself in a significant investment. This 

step represents an important milestone in our corporate development! " 

 

Veronika Lindner adds: "Behind Ambright is a remarkable engineering 

team and the fascinating idea of printing light. We look forward to 

accompanying the rise of this young champion and are confident that 

together with our network, we will develop the dynamically growing 

Ambright into a leading technology provider. " 

 



 
 

Ambright GmbH 

Ambright is a technology company based in Munich. With its innovative 

production process of printing light, the company is revolutionizing the 

approach with light design. Ambright has positioned itself as a 

technology partner for industrial customers and architects over the past 

few years by establishing the business units Industry and Creative. The 

range of services includes the development and production of 

sophisticated electronic and lighting solutions for the healthcare, 

automotive, architecture, design and shopfitting sectors. 

 

Lindner Group 

The Lindner Group sets standards in the development, production and 

implementation of individual project solutions for interior fit-out, building 

envelopes and insulation technology. Through constant innovation, the 

highest quality standards and sustainable corporate management, 

Lindner has become one of the world's leading full-service suppliers of 

interior fittings. As Leuchten.Fabrik, Lindner designs and manufactures 

innovative lighting solutions with a high level of customization. The 

combination of Ambright's many years of expertise in the field of 

complex lighting systems and the range of experience of the Lindner 

Group in all facets of the construction industry results in tailor-made 

lighting solutions. 
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For more information, please visit:  

www.Lindner-Group.com 
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